
#32398, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, DEDINJE BELI DVOR

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 100 m² €1,200 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH INDEPEN YES 2 0 1 1 YES NO 1 NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

2 1 &NBSP;

Located in peaceful part of Belgrade, where accent is on privacy and peace, is an apartment with absolute comfort. It is only 7

km away from city center and New Belgrade, as well as all city events. Five minutes driving takes to get to traffic roundabout,

where number of markets, pharmacies, banks and similar content is located. Apartment is on ground foor of a luxurious new

building, and it's greates advantage is large terrace that can be closed by sort of tarpaulin. terrace continues to a large cascade

yard, that surrounds apartment from two sides. This is private yard (only for the tenant), size of 2 ares, and it is exclusivity

available most for the houses. Apartment has two bedroom structure - it has quete cofmort living space, well equipped, which

opens toward dining room with table for 6 persons. Modern kitchen has simple colors that perfectly blends into interior of the

apartment. Kitchen has built in appliances and ample storage space. Two bedrooms are in second part of the apartment. Larger

room has modern double bed and fitted closet. Secon bedroom is furnished as kids room, also with fitted closet. Bathroom next

to bedrooms is large, and it has jacuzzi bathtub, and secon bathroom has shower cabin. Both bathrooms have advantage of

underfloor heating. A large number of closets for storage add functionality to the space, so it is very suitable for family life or

business people.
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